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Abstract: Since Speed is also a critical parameter in several transport studies, accurate speed 
detection has become very significant in increasing the studies' reliability. Hence, this study 
compares different speed detection techniques such as Vehicle Number Plate survey, Google 
Traffic data, Radar Gun and Deep Learning Vehicle Speeds using CCTV videos for different flows. 
The data collection was conducted on five locations inside the Colombo District for seven vehicle 
categories, and all the speed detection techniques were executed simultaneously. Since Number 
Plate Speed measured under highly supervised conditions at the Laboratory using video playbacks, 
it is considered the benchmark speed. Results revealed that the accuracy of the Deep Learning 
method relies upon in between Radar Gun Speeds (Avg.RMSE=5.20) and Google Data Speeds 
(Avg.RMSE=3.95) in terms of average speeds without vehicle classification. But in the detection 
of speeds by vehicle type, the Deep Learning model is more sustainable than the Radar Gun 
method. And it is observed that the Deep Learning model accuracy is increasing with the increment 
vehicles tagging with a similar amount in each class size. This study is the first attempt at four 
different Speed detection techniques for seven different vehicle categories in five different road 
conditions.  

Keywords: Traffic Speed Surveys, Speed Data, Speed Detection Techniques, CCTV video 
Surveillance, Radar Gun Speed, Google Speed  

1. INTRODUCTION

With the recent development of technology and its associated data collection capabilities, there is 
now a rich data source for transportation professionals to calculate Speed and other attributes for 
their jurisdictions. Unfortunately, there is no consensus on the best approach for estimating speeds. 
Therefore, this survey aims to identify the best suitable approach to estimate the Speed in different 
speed detection techniques used as a primary input parameter in various transport studies. Such as 
Speed Studies, Crash and accident investigations, Speed and Delay studies, Origin-Destination 
studies, Traffic flow characteristics determinations, Traffic capacity studies, Parking studies, PCU 
determination, Traffic volume studies. 
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Weather conditions, purpose, location on the counting sites, traffic flow level, road type, and 
traffic composition affect speed detection. However, the method used is the main factor that was 
heavily affected by speed detection. Therefore, this research aims to compare speeds from different 
speed data collection methods to determine the best accurate method suitable in Sri Lanka. 

 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1. Speeds 
 
There are two different ways of measuring speeds, namely time mean Speed and space mean Speed 
based on the purpose (Yeates, 1959) 

 
Space Mean Speed (Harmonic mean)-Average Speed of vehicles in a certain road length at a given 
instant. 

 
 

        (1) 
 

 
 
where, 

Vs = space mean speed (kmh) 
 L = length of the highway segment(km) 
 ti = travel time of the ith vehicle to cross the section(hrs) 
 n = no. of travel times observed 

 
Time Mean Speed (Arithmetic mean)  Mean Speed of vehicles at a point in space over time or the 
average of instantaneous speeds of observed vehicles at the spot (Yeates, 1959) 

 

(2) 

 
 
where, 

 Vs = space mean speed (kmh) 
 Vi = Spot Speed (Kmh) 
   n = no. of travel times observed 

 

2.2. Types Speed Surveys 
 
2.2.1. Traditional Number Plate Survey 
 
The vehicles' license plates and their passing times will be collected at two predefined points along 
a selected road section. Though there are several methods to capture the mentioned data, the manual 
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method with video surveillance can be identified as one of the most accurate methods (Turner S. 
M., 1998). The monitored time sequences are used to measure each vehicle's travel time, 
calculating the space mean speeds of passing vehicles. 

 

Figure 1-Manual VPN Survey at the Site 

 
2.2.2. Video surveillance using CCTV cameras 
 
Though video footage has been used to identify traffic conditions, measuring Speed using video 
surveillance data is not simple. The current technique which scholars are using is adopting an end-
to-end Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to measure the space mean Speed wholly based on 
two consecutive road images where the CNN is expected to identify the pixel-by-pixel differences 
between the two images and to recognize the changes in vehicle positions (J Lee, S Roh, J Shin, K 
Sohn, 2019). Since CNN captures pixel-per-second during the above process, it will be converted 
to a mile per hour by warping with the linear perspective transformation (Huang, 2018). 
 
2.2.3. Radar Gun 
 
Doppler effect is applied in radar guns where the difference in radio waves' frequency levels is 
used to calculate vehicles' spot speed (Hua, 2013). The hand-held radar gun is used to measure 
vehicles' Speed within the range of 60 meters to 3000 meters since the effective measuring distance 
of radar guns lies within the given distance (Huang, 2018). Radar Gun is the easiest and fastest 
method of capturing travelling vehicles' Speed. However, the driver behaviour affects the data's 
final results. The radar gun is so kept that the Angle between vehicle travel and the axis of 
transmission of a radio wave is as low as possible, say within 20 degrees.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 2-Radar Gun Speed Detector 
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2.2.4. GPS data 
 
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) 's increasing popularity has caused more contemporary data 
collection approaches relating to transportation studies (Gartner G. et al., 2011). The ability to 
obtain data faster and cheaper is the main reason behind its attraction (Figliozzi M. A. and Stoll N. 
B., 2018). However, further processing of the data is required to obtain insights from GPS data 
since it only provides instantaneous records (Jensen A. F. and Larsen T. V., 2010). One of the 
critical benefits of GPS data is the speed determination of a considered road section from the 
extracted instantaneous speed profiles of probe vehicles. The speed determination of road section 
from GPS data has the initial requirement to identify a precise position on the road in a digitized 
road network (Bandyopandhyay M, Singh V, 2015). Speed determination is a significant challenge 
in this aspect, widely known as map-matching (Quddus M.A. et al., 2007). GIS has become an 
effective tool and a platform in transportation research (Gartner G. et al., 2011). 
 
2.2.5. Floating car method  
 
A test vehicle is driven by the data collectors approximately at the Average Speed of the 
surrounding traffic flow to merge with the traffic. The test runs will be conducted several times to 
collect the necessary information. There will be four observers used in this method; first observer 
(record times at various fixed control points during each trip using a stopwatch), second observer 
(find the time, location and the cause of the individual delays using a stopwatch), third observer 
(note the no. of vehicles overtaking and overtaken by the test vehicle in each trip), and fourth 
observer (note the no. of vehicles travelling in the opposite direction during each trip) (Yeates, 
1959).  

   
        (3) 
 
 
                       (4) 

 
where, 

 = average journey time in minutes 
q = flow of vehicle in one direction of the stream 
na = average no. of vehicles counted in the direction of the stream when the test vehicle travels 

in the opposite directions 
ny = average no. of vehicles overtaking the test vehicle minus the no. of vehicles overtaken 

when the rest is in the direction of 'q'. 
Tw = average journey time, in minutes when the test vehicle travels with the stream 'q'. 
Ta  =  average journey time, in minute when the test vehicle is running 

 
2.2.6. Google Traffic Data 
 
Speed data collection for transport research has become more reliable and convenient with the 
popularity of google traffic data. Google aggregates speed data from smartphone users to estimate 
Speed and travel times (Jayakumar D. et al., 2019). This data was processed into different traffic 
information such as distance matrix, directions, Speed, etc., using separate Application 
Programming Interfaces (API) developed by Google, making it a reliable alternative for traditional 
traffic data from manual surveys (Jayakumar D. et al., 2019). As a commercial traffic data provider, 
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Google provides real-time information and the historical average of the flow speed. Using Google 
traffic data to validate flow speeds obtained from the traditional methods is a somewhat modern 
technique (Figliozzi M. A. and Stoll N. B., 2018) 
 
Researchers have compared the speeds from Radar, Mirror, Radio, GPS and Moving vehicle only 
for heavy vehicle and light vehicle categories (Hua, 2013). Although true driving speeds can be 
validated using VBOX-GPS technique and compared Automated Traffic Classifiers, Laser Gun, 
Manual counts, Radar Gun against VBOX GPS Speeds. (Muhammad Akram Adnan. et al., 2013) 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1. Data Collection 
 
Data is acquired using below four methods. 
1. VNP survey - Using Video (Semi-automated) 
2. CCTV video footages for Deep Leaning Speed Detection 
3. Radar Gun (Speed Gun method) 
4. Google Traffic data + GPS 

The survey locations have been selected carefully since both manual and video traffic data 
collection must be conducted at the exact location to achieve the survey's objective. Hence, five 
locations have been identified as below where overhead bridges are located in the Colombo area. 
The pilot survey will be conducted at the overhead bridge by the Wellawatte Railway Station. 
 

 
Table 1-Description of survey locations 

Road 
Class 

Road Name 
Road Section type 

Survey Location Name 

 AB12 Colombo Plan 
Road 

4 lanes (urban) Overhead bridge at Wellawatte Railway 
Station 

 A002 Duplication Road 3 lanes (urban, 
one-way) 

Overhead bridge at Muslim Ladies 
College(MLC) 

 A001 Olcott Mawatha 4 lanes (urban) Overhead bridge at Pettah Railway Station 
 A004 High-Level Road 4 lanes(suburban) Overhead bridge at Pannipitiya 

Dharmapala College 
 E002 Outer Circular 

Expressway 
4 lanes 

(expressway) 
Horahena Road Overpassing on Southern 

Expressway 
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Figure 4-Field Survey 

Figure 3-Five Study Locations in Colombo District 
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Since both peak hour traffic data and off-peak traffic data have to be collected, the survey 
was conducted from 06:00 to 18:00, covering peak and off-peak periods on one weekday (Tuesday, 
Wednesday or Thursday).  

 
3.1.1. Speed from Vehicle Number Plate Survey using CCTV video footages in the Lab 
 
Two locations are selected at each location along the road where a minimum distance of 100m is 
considered. Two CCTV cameras are set up at each point facing the road to capture passing vehicles' 
number plates. The starting time of cameras will be synchronized to avoid discrepancies. The 
videos will be taken for 12 hours continuously at all five locations, and each vehicle's starting and 
ending times noted separately at the Laboratory in a highly supervised way. The same experiment 
was run two times to ensure high accuracy from this hybrid Number Plate Survey. 

The videos played again to note down the number plates and their respective passing time of 
the selected point. Hence, the travel time for each vehicle is counted. The "space mean speed" can 
be calculated easily since the distance between the selected points is known. 

The same 2 points are used in video data capturing to coincide with the collected data from 
both methods at the Laboratory. 

 
3.1.2. Speed detection with CCTV video footages using Deep Learning Model 
 
The video camera stationed on the overhead bridge captured the traffic flow in one direction 
continuously during the 12 hours. Speed can be detected using CCTV camera video's processed 
under Deep Learning-based DeepSORT algorithm.  

 
 
 

Figure 5-Basic Camera Setup and Orientation 
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The taggers used modified Microsoft VOTT, which is open-source software for tagging 
vehicles under the provided seven categories. DeepSORT algorithm was used to track objects while 
custom trained YOLOv4 was used to conduct the classified vehicle counting.  

82,488 vehicle tags were selected from the initial 150,000 tags to mitigate double tagging of 
a single vehicle. Out of the selected tags, 70,893 were used for the model's training, and the rest 

Table 2-Vehicle types tagged for Classified Vehicle Speed detection using Deep Learning 
Model 

Table 3-Number of Tagging used for custom training in YOLOv4 
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11,595 tags were selected for the validation model. The output was generated in CSV format for 
every video file containing Track ID, Vehicle type and time. 

 
3.1.3. Speed detection using Radar Gun (Speed Gun method) 
 
A radar gun is used to capture selected vehicles' spot speed at a selected location capturing Speed 
conducted at the selected point between two cameras located at the site. One person will be 
responsible for handling the radar gun, while another person will be documenting the speeds. 
 
3.1.5. Speed detection using Google Traffic Data and GPS 
 
Distance matrix API is used to detect speeds from Google Traffic Data. Two GPS 
points(coordinates) of selected locations along the road section needed to be given as inputs data. 
Since Google automatically calculates vehicle passing time, Average Speed can be easily given 
since distance is a known parameter. In every 5 minutes, Speed at a given distance is calculated 
using a developed algorithm. 
 
 
 

Figure 7-Deep Learning Model Output Figure 6-Deep Learning Model Training Process 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

4.1 Comparison of average speeds in each hour by Number Plate Speeds vs Google Data 
Speeds vs Radar Gun Speeds Vs Deep Learning Speeds (without vehicle category) 

 
Since Google Data give average speeds in between two GPS coordinates following speed diagrams 
are drawn to demonstrate the average speed variations in a different location in each speed 
detection technique in given time frames. The following diagrams are plotted using around 1 
Million data points. All the Space Mean Speeds (SME) are covered to Time Mean Speeds (TMS) 
for comparison. According to Figure 8, most locations average Speed is between 25-45 Kmh except 
Athurugiriya. Since Athurugiriya is a 4-lane expressway location (E002 road class), the maximum 
Speed recommended at expressway is 100Kmh by Road Development Authority, Sri Lanka. 

Nevertheless, according to the diagram (c), Speeds varies between 50-90 Kmh in different 
speed detection technique. At Wellawatta(a) and Athurugiriya(c), Deep Learning Model speeds are 
lower than other locations. Lack of Deep Learning Model training and tagging issues might be a 
reason in the locations mentioned above. Google Data Speeds, Number Plate Speeds and Radar 
Gun Speeds are varying with a similar pattern. Since MLC is a 3-lane urban-one way section, 
vehicle flow is changed as expected, while a similar flow pattern is observed urban in 4 lane 
sections at Wellawatta(c) and Petta(d). But Pannipitiya(e) vehicle flow movements fluctuate 
between more amplitude in high peak and low peak compared to others because of sub-urban 4 
lane section, which is situated near to a School same as MLC(b). 

Since Number Plate Data Speeds (NP) are measured at Laboratory with many iterations, it 
is recommended to take NP as reference speeds for further comparison. Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Correlations are calculated concerning number plate 
speeds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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According to Statistical Analysis in Figure 9, the Deep Learning method at Athurugiriya 
deviates more than other locations with higher RMSE and MAE with lower correlation with 
Number Plate Speed Data. Based on the average correlations, average RMSE values in each 
Detection technique, Google Data ranked top with (Avg.RMSE = 3.95, Avg.Corr = 0.62) while 
Deep Learning Technique ranked bottom with (Avg.RMSE = 12.42, Avg.Corr = 0.204). Radar 
Gun Speeds Technique accuracy remains in between techniques as mentioned above. Nevertheless, 
when compared to cost, time and effort in the field, Google Data Speed Technique ranked the top 
as a sustainable solution for finding average speeds but not categorial speeds of vehicles and counts.  

Figure 9-RMSE, MAE, Correlation values for Average Speeds from Google 
Data, Radar Gun, Deep Learning concerning Number Plate Speeds 

Figure 8-Speeds from Number Plate, Google Data, Radar Gun, Deep Learning methods 

(d) (e) 
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4.2 Comparison of average speeds in each hr by Number Plate Speeds vs Radar Gun Speeds 
Vs Deep Learning Speeds (with vehicle category) 

 
Speed Cloud represents the 3D visualization of Speeds (Kmh) in three different detection 
techniques by seven vehicle categories for 12hrs except for Google Data (do not give speeds by 
vehicle category) in all five locations.  It is recommended to compare speeds in each detection 
method along with Z-axis Three by three. 
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Figure 10-Speeds from Number Plate, Radar Gun, Deep Learning with vehicle categories 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Except for Athurugiya Expressway speeds, most speeds are in 30-40 Kmh (Yellow Color). 

At Wellawatta(a), MLC(b), Pannipitiya(e), buses have more speeds. Three Wheelers and Motor 
Bikes are not allowed to enter the expressways in Sri Lanka; therefore, the first six (x, y, z) 
coordinates are remained null in figure (c). However, most vehicles drive between 60-80Kmh 
(Yellow Color) (c) on average at Athurugiriya. Since Pannipitiya(e) has more traffic Density due 
to nearby School, more Speed variations have occurred. Compared to all other locations, smooth 
speed flow clouds were observed at Pettah(d) because Traffic Policemen has controlled traffic as 
identified in the field survey.  

 

(d) 

(e) 
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Figure 11 demonstrates the statistical overview of the above Speed behaviours between 
Number Plate Speeds (NP) Vs Radar Gun Speeds (RG) by vehicle category at all five locations. 

 
According to the Stat, Multi Axel Speeds have more deviated at Athurugiriya. Size of 

Vehicle, Speed and shooting Angle of Radar gun may affect this matter and height of the overpass. 
Except for Athrugiriya, most of the other locations are correlated with NP at a satisfactory level.  

Figure 12 shows the statistical analysis of speed behaviours between Number Plate Speeds 
(NP) Vs Deep Learning Speeds (DL). According to the stat, the same issue occurred for Multi Axel 
at Athurugiriya in DL speeds. High Speeds may be a reason for this. DL speeds for MLC work 
exceptionally well for all vehicle category along with Pannipitiya and Wellawatta. Motorcycles 
(Avg. Corr = 0.13), Three-wheeler (Avg. Corr = 0.31) and Truck (Avg. Corr = 0.54) give a 
satisfactory level of Speeds in DL compared to other vehicle categories.  

Figure 11-RMSE, MAE, Correlation values for NP vs RG with vehicle category in five 
locations 
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According to Table 4, more Deep Learning model training is required for Motorcycles, Cars, 
Vans Buses, Trucks, and Multi-Axels to reach a satisfactory level. Even though Category number 
3 has more tagging (25,406) with a mixture of Car, Jeep, Minivan,4*4, and double cabs, RMSE 
remains higher due to error in the categorical classification speeds with detecting and tracking 
issues. Since category number 4,5,6(Van, Bus, Trucks) have a similar variation of results which 
reveals the importance of a similar number of tagging required for each vehicle type for similar 
variation in RMSE values in Deep Learning model output.  

Figure 12-RMSE, MAE, Correlation values for NP vs DL with vehicle category in five 
locations 

Table 4-Comparison of number of tagging used for Deep Leaning model 
preparation and their average RMSE values by vehicle Type. 
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Since Google Speed generates only average Speed, it is not enough to analyze speed profiles 
of each vehicle category. In the study, only Radar gun, Deep Learning model, Number Plate 
method generates speeds by vehicle types. According to Table 5, the radar gun method is more 
accurate with low RMSE than the Deep Learning model RMSE overall. But based on the field 
studies, it is observed that Speed measuring from Radar Gun is more effort than the Deep Learning 
model based on time, cost, human involvement etc. This table summarizes the human brain's 
capacity and efficiency in Speed measuring by vehicle type versus machine brain and efficiency in 
speed measuring by vehicle type. It is observed that type 3 (car/Jeep/4*4/Minivan/Double Cab) 
and type 4 (Van) detection are inefficient in the Deep Learning model compared to other vehicle 
types. There may be an issue in feature extraction in Type 3 by Deep Learning model because of 
the high uncertainty of classifying vehicles via Artificial Neural Network due to 5 vehicle class 
compressed under one category under mixed traffic condition. It is easy to differentiate from the 
human eye but difficult in the machine eye. More training and hyperparameter tuning will eliminate 
that issue by reducing loss function in the Neural Network model.  

         

      Table 5 -Comparison of Radar Gun RMSE and Deep Learning model RMSE by 
Vehicle type 

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
Speeds are calculated in different speed methods according to their setup and requirement. 
Different types of speeds exist because these detection techniques are used for various purposes by 
default. Therefore, based on the distribution of collected data, RMSE, MAE, Correlations values 
are calculated to analyze and compare the speed data set. This is the first attempt at four different 
Speed detection techniques for seven different vehicle categories under four road conditions.  Since 
Number Plate (NP) Data Speeds are measured at Laboratory with many iterations, NP speeds were 
used as the reference speed. Results revealed that Radar Gun Speeds Technique accuracy 
(Avg.RMSE=5.20) remains in between Google Data (Avg.RMSE=3.95) and Deep Learning 
techniques (Avg.RMSE=12.42). 

Nevertheless, when compared to cost, time and effort in the field, Google Data Technique 
ranked the top as a sustainable solution when gathering average speeds without considering vehicle 
type. But for in-depth analysis and mass traffic data collection by vehicle type, the developed Deep 
Learning-based model dominates more than other methods. And this method giving categorial 
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speeds in each vehicle type and vehicle counts with less effort, resources, and human involvement 
based on field observations.  
Radar Gun is measuring with the human eye and human observations simply human brain. Still, 
Deep Learning Model use machine eye and Artificial Neural Network to (1) vehicle categorization, 
(2) Speed Detection without any human involvement. 

Based on Table 4, it can be proved that the number of tagging used for the deep learning 
model is inversely proportional to the RMSE values obtained except cars. Therefore, it is 
recommended to have more tagging (>30,000) in each category needed to be tagged for training 
for improving better accuracy. There may be other reasons such as High Speeds, Shooting Angle 
and height of RG placed, lack of space between vehicles in mixed traffic conditions at heavy flows, 
road section type might also affect speed variations.  

These issues can be removed with a high computational power with a better trained Deep 
Learning Model using more tags and further research in camera angle and height involvement. 
Furthermore, Wind Condition, Light Conditions, Camera condition need to be analyzed in future 
research to increase CCTV video surveillance traffic and speed monitoring accuracy.  
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